
Design Sprint

BY JACKLYN BUNCH

The purpose of this design sprint is to introduce students in this course

to the Design Thinking process. Each student partnered with a

classmate, taking turns interviewing, evaluating, and working through

the steps in the process. The mission is to improve the educational

experience at Quinnipiac University for our partner.

ICM512:  PRINCIPLES OF USER EXPERIENCE



Step 1: Define

Alexis is concerned that the online program was marketed as asynchronous, but she has been

required to attend a full semester of synchronous online classes.

She feels that there has been a lack of streamlined and cohesive communication between the

program and its professors.

Knowing this is your second semester online, how has your grad school experience at Quinnipiac

been so far?
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PART A:  EMPATHY

Alexis feels there was not enough information on the program's Admissions page.

Alexis is a planner and would have loved to be able to plan her courses from start to graduation.

Can you tell me a bit more about why you feel the communication hasn't been clear?



Step 1: Define

Alexis's family are all UConn Alumni, including herself. Starting school at a new institution was a

challenge for her.

Alexis feels the online classes are informal and impersonal compared to in-person learning.

She felt a connection with the admissions staff and doesn't feel connected to her advisor or

professors.

Findings, facts, and insights:
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PART B:  NEEDS AND INSIGHTS

PART C: DEFINE THE PROBLEM

Problem Statement:

Research on the program is a challenge for Alexis because the website sends mixed messaging.

PART D: HOW MIGHT WE

HMW Statement:

How Might We: Ensure that QU's website communication is trustworthy, streamlined, and personal?



Step 2: Ideate

Asynchronous pre-recorded lessons

Documents/files to follow along with lessons

Lessons teach you rather than doing own research

Additional videos

Submit video blogs

Find examples online and sketch/explain:
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PART A:  LIGHTNING DEMOS



Step 2: Ideate

Create as many concept sketches as you can:
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PART B:  CONCEPT SKETCHES

Submissions

may be in the

form of video

blog posts

explaining work.

Create a more personal

asynchronous

experience with pre-

recorded lessons and

tutorials.

More granular

information on

courses and

program pre-

enrollment.

CONCEPT 1

CONCEPT 2

CONCEPT 3



Step 3: Decide

Let the user vote in the idea they feel best solves the problem.
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PART A:  PRESENT CONCEPT SKETCHES

Alexis likes that the video follow-along feels like real-time

She likes the supplemental documents to follow-along

CONCEPT 1

Alexis likes the pre-program granular information

She likes the preview of classes and professors

Likes the examples of past student works

Feels like she could make a more informed decision

CONCEPT 2

Alexis likes seeing peers' work

Feels everyone might not be comfortable recording themselves

CONCEPT 3



Step 3: Decide

Refine ideas and generate new or revised concepts.
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PART B:  REFLECT & ITERATE

Align messaging and

create transparency

of the program

during the

admissions cycle

through a preview of

curriculum and

possible course

paths.

screenshot of current menu

https://www.qu.edu/schools/communications/programs/online-masters-

degree/interactive-media-and-communications/

https://www.qu.edu/schools/communications/programs/online-masters-degree/interactive-media-and-communications/


Step 4: Prototype
Build solution from the revised concepts.
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On the admissions

Interactive Media &

Communications

page, there could be

a list of courses,

similar to how they

are listed now. Bars

can indicate

difficulty or level.

A sample of possible

course paths can be

listed under the

courses.

Upon clicking on a

class, a webpage

with class

description,

professor bios,

module previews,

student examples,

and recommended

classes will appear.



Step 5: Test
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PRESENT PROTOTYPE AND GET FEEDBACK

Alexis likes the idea of the bars displaying difficulty

She really likes the possible course paths, it helps visualize

how deep you can get into a subject

The previous works section "sells itself" because students

can see what they can achieve from the course

WHAT WORKED

WHAT COULD BE IMPROVED/CHANGED

The menu of class titles can be visually improved

The course paths could live on the admissions Interactive

& Communications page

screenshot of course selection


